Fotografie
Medium format
in 35mm look

The monitor is the most important link
between the photo taken and the photographer, comparable to the speakers
of a hi-fi system. What special criteria
should it fulfill? What size and resolution make sense, should it be a curved
display or rather two separate screens?
What connections are there, how important is the calibration, can I use the
HDR function as a photographer or is
that a gimmick? This article sheds light
on the jungle

The Fujifilm GFX100S
offers a medium format
sensor with 102 MP
resolution in a body that
is barely larger than that
of a full-frame camera. Is
it only good for the studio
or is it also suitable for
outdoor use? We make a
comparison.

Smartphone cameras in
comparison
Does software make the better pictures? In our test, four current smartphones from different price ranges
compete against a full-frame camera.
An unfair comparison? Wait and see!

Image language – Finding
your own expression
Photographic artists have a characteristic
style that shapes their images. But you too
can develop your own visual language that
expresses exactly what you want to convey
to your viewer. We‘ll show you how.

Macro extreme
Please come closer! Spiders and
insects are not only useful, but
also spectacular photo subjects.
Especially in extreme macro
photography beyond 1:1, they
reveal dazzling structures and
exciting details.

Small flowers
in the spotlight

Guide to
photo backpacks
High wearing comfort, great design,
well thought-out and durable: The
requirements for a photo backpack
are as diverse as the fields of photography. We have picked out four
major topics and want to shed some
light on them.

Anything but inconspicuous: with a little experimentation, you can
stage wood anemones, pasqueflowers, lady‘s slipper and the like
on the big stage. Discover six ideas that will make it happen.
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Special clothing for photographers is practical, and sometimes
it even looks good. Professional
photographer Michael Jordan
takes a look at fashionable and
functional clothing items and
shows how they make everyday
photography easier.
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Monitors for
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